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May Vote at Finding of Porter Charlton's Riot in Colorado and Ohio Young Charles K. Hamilton Addresses Twelve Hundred Rumorof Uprising of Indians
Coat in Lake New Phase
and Fatal Feud in
Foil ows Special Train for
Next Presidential
Was Found to Be
Emigrants at Catholic
in
Eighty-Eigh- t
Services on Ship
Election
Miles.
Tragedy
Erroneous
Kentucky

New Mexico
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FIGHT
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WOUNDS CONVICT

SHOOTS UP CHURCH

HEW YORK

Frank W. Carpenter Accused It Is Apparent That Robbery Battle of Two Hours in Coal
Was Motive of International
of Friar Land
Camp of Centennial
Crime.
State.
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KITH
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FLAGS

WLLDCATIRR1GATI0NISTS

Covers Distance From Russians

and Foles Crowd Engineer Sullivan Receives
Around Him to Kiss His
port of Those In

Governor's Island in 113

Spec-dilatio- n.

DRAPED

Minutes.

Re-

Colorado.

Hands.

Como, Italy, June 13. A part of a
On Board Kaiserin Aunushi VictoTrinidad, Colo., June l: . Anton
There was an air cf quiet around the
Philadelphia, June 13. Charles K.
man's coat, declared by acquaintances Vogan, shot in a battle of warring Hamilton, the young aviator, who ria, via Wireless to Crookliaven, Ireeapitol today, as Governor M'lls,
to have belonged to Porter Charlton, Mexican factions at Bowen yesterday, achieved world wide fame icss than a land, .June 13. Tlwodore
Roosevelt
Judge McFie, Clerk Sena and others
o
was fished from the bottom of Lake llied early this morning, making a
ago, today made the most daring was the chief figure in a noteworthy are
out of the city. Acting Governor
in
scene
in
shoot-spot
of
his
0,5(1
flight
the
a
as
career,
death
the result of the
traveling
steerage yesterday after- Nathan Jaffa appointed three notaries:
today. It was found near the
from Governor's Island,
noon, when he attended the Catholic
and
'where the trunk containing the!iuS. Vogan was a
H. Strong of Bernalillo county,
to a point in the outskirts of services held for 1.200 emigrants, Frank
body of his wife was recovered on! was struck by a stray bullet. A
at
and James H. JackAlbuquerque,
t
in
Eighty-eighmiles
Russian and Galician Poles. The emThis strengthens the theory iff s posse is searching for D. Romero, Philadelphia.
son
of
at Artesia, and
Eddy
county,
of a double murder committed
leader of one of the factions, and 113 minutes was the unofficial time. igrants surrounded an altar draped James H. Paxton at Las Cruces.
A
was
the
feature
achievement
with the American flag aud chanted
of the
to he wounded. Deputy Sheriff
The blood- - spal-sai(- l
dently for robbery.
Mr. Jaffa will be acting governor
Then Roosevelt spoke
tered bed at the villa where they lived Brown suffered a slight bullet wound ease with which he followed the spe- the Litany.
for a fortnight or more, durprobably
cial
train.
briefly the priest interpreting. Roosewas the first evidence of the crime in the neck when trying to quell the
.Mills' absence.
Governor
ing
velt welcomed the hearers to America
Spark Plugs Did Not Work.
Washington, D. C, June 13. As the discovered. The police believe that riot. Two Mexicans, both wounded,
Vernon L. SulTerritorial
Engineer
on
13.
Xew
Hamilton
them
and
assoadvice
gave
York, June
against
sent to the the seven wounds in the woman's are in jail. The battle lasted two
result of information
livan
has
Carlsbad and
from
returned
House on Saturday by the war depart- head did not release such quantity of hours. More than a hundred shots his return flight landed two miles ciating with stangers on landing. He Roswell, where he went to
study the
motor
from
N.
The
them
to
lie
J.
Perth
mindful
of
duties
expected
Amboy,
were exhanged.
ment, disclosing the alleged fact that blood as was left to stain the bed.
road building problem. Mr. Sullivan
of
was
he
and
to
thought
the
citizenship
badly,
largely
protect
working
Bad
rights
Looks
j
for
Russian.
executive
W.
the
Frank
the
Carpenter,
Trinidad, Colo., June 13. Pitched
crowded said that it can be understood why the
Como, June 13. The police disco v- battle broke out from long smoulder- - because he omitted to clean the spark of women. The emigrants
secretary of the Philippine govern- furhim
around
at the conclusion and trade of eastern New Mexico has been
garage
plugs. A Philadelphia
ment, and E. C. Worcester had bought iered that the stone tied to the trunk img discord between
native and nished
immetried
he
to
kiss
new
his hands. Today he going to Texas rather than cross seven
and
him
plugs
...uu
and leased friar lands in the Philip- .i
ji iid.inuiia wiie. American born Mexicans at Bowen, a
"""j
renew
to
crew and stokers and miles of deep sand when one considaddressed
the
Fuel diately began preparations
pines, Representative Martin of Colo- was found, for the purpose of sinking camp o the viclor American
tomorrow
will
this
hold a reception for ers that it is no unusual sight to see
his
lo
city.
flight
1
was
Ser-taken from a wall near
rado today Introduced a resolution de- it,
company six miles from here. One
the
on
first
second
and
Return
class cabin pass- - a loaded wagon pulled by fourteen
Started
Trip.
was killed one fatallv wound.
manding an investigation and charg- ence. Later it was discovered thatman
horses and mules when that sand has
11. Governor engers.
June
re-- .
Philadelphia,
stone
another
was
exactly similar,
ed four others are known t0 have been Stuart welcomed Hamilton who said
ing malfeasence in office. Martin is
be "waded" through. The territory
to
cent y dug out of the wall. This has
Roosevelt Aftermath in London.
a Democrat.
wounded aud it ls beiieved that at it was the best
will assist in the building of a sand
''1
ever
made.
on.
an
V..
Ren
vinsr
June
in
trip
Ixjni
ui lone
a score of W0Unded are being had the machine in
May Spread to New Mexico,
perfect control all interpellation bv Sir Henrv JanH,s clay road from Carlsbad to the plains
siiouiu tmey unaoi,leagt
u, cared for secretly.
Washington, June 13. The first iiuu ueas surpriseu
have stayed up Da.lziel. Liberal, in the House
could
and
the
way
of country, several thousands of dollars
a
below
used
of
the
surface
drag
concerted step toward suppressing
d
to
are:
The
dead
back
draw
The
much
already been pledged by
only
longer.
Commons
the lake for another trunk containing
todav, Sir Edward Grey
graft in all its forms throughout the the
native
who
leader
an
of
Thomas
and
the
be
benefited
win
denls
was
such
the dampness
by
the journey
Lujan,
that British Agent Gorst in
body of Charlton.
Isoplatoff, the
country will be taken here this week Russian
chill. Most of the trip was misty and Egvpt has complete confidence of the improvement.
seen with the Charltons and born Mexicans.
u
,
when the organization whose future
nM1- C...H:
The wounded:
at times I could not see and seldom government. Sir Henry thereupon re-- i
who whs iman
name probably will be the "National who was only a recent acquaintance,
Anton Vogan, spectator, shot in saw the people at the stations." Ham- quested the foreign secretary to send ' setting the territory to require a
is still held by the police for investiAnti-GraMovement,' will open ofabdomen.
ilton started on his return journey to a copy of the reply to Roosevelt. Sir bond from those seeking wafer rights
assert
The
he
detectives
gation.
fices here. Harry W. Walker will be told
shot
R.
New York at 11:30 a. m.
J.
Sheriff
show evidence of their good faith.
Brown,
Deputy
Edward answered he could see no rea-;stories.
conflicting
in charge. The movement is the diMiles an Hour.
Forty-siin neck.
son for doing anything of the kind. wa much interested in an article sent
rect result of an anti-graspeech
The speed of flight was at an aver- The exchanges came as a sequel tohini from Denver stating that the
Guitoro Granrlo, ear shot off.
made last week by former Governor SIMS FILES BILL
wound.
of 46 miles an hour.
Pantaleon
age
Martinez, scalp
speech criticizing the ad- - rigation Congress, whose board of gov
IN EQUITY TODAY.
Folk of Missouri, at a banquet tenernors and board of control now are
Bernardo Romero, leader of the
ministration in Egypt.
dered him by the Missouri democracy.
American born faction, wounded and PREDICTED ROOSEVELT
meeting in Pueblo, are seeking the
Among those said to be identified U. S. District Attorney at Chicago escaped.
WOULD NOT RETURN. KILLED HER SON
scalps of the wildcat irrigation pro- Charges Stock Yards Company
with the movement are Perry Belmoters.
Registrar Jefferson made the
Bitterness between the factions
WITH A BRICK.
With Rebating.
mont, Rudolph Spreckles Augustus
A. Starr Explains
of
Frederick
Professor
the day denouncing wildcat
speech
of
the
belief
from
the
arso
mainly
Thomas, the playwright; Joseph G.
MexiWhy His Prophecy Did Not Come
Old Boy Calls His irrigation companies ana ueciarea mat
American
born
native
Fourteen
Year
that
the
A bill in equity
Willett of Alabama and Norman Hap-gooChicago, June 13.
True.
now ul lo tn(! congress to
j "u is
k
cans domineered about the plant. , In
Mother Vile Name and is Struck
Yards and
against the Union-Stocterminate them." Mr. Jefferson.
and
Dead.
is
addition
it
to
said,
Lujan
this,
The date for holding the first na- Transit Company, charging rebating, Romero
Professor
New York, June 13.
Wis., June 13. Mrs. ' commended that all such companies
quarreled over domestic af-tional convention is expected will be was filed here today by United States!i
the
chair
has
who
A.
Starr
Frederick
a
Mary Heine was arrested yesterday be denied space for exhibits at the
fairs, bringing the situation to
fixed this week in Paris, where Mes- District Attorney Sims.
of anthropology in the University of for manslaughter. She killed her! coming session of the Irrigation
head.
'
srs. Belmont and Spreckles will hold
An Indirect Rebate.
Chicago, returned from a trip around
Two Thousands in Race Riot.
year old son by throwing a gress.
a conference.
Theodore
of
not
ahead
far
The
13,
bill
June
the
world,
iiim.
Mora County Institute,
Chicago,
alleges
brick at
She says that her son j
Cleveland, O., June 13. A mob of
would called
that in agreeing to pay Louis Pi'aelzer about 2,000 persons
Insurgent Movement Subsiding.
It was stated at the office of the
vile name and that she
in Roosevelt, who he predicted
a
her
participated
Washington, June 13. "I believe and Sons $50,000 a year to retain it as a race riot last evening in which two never live to see civilization again if
the brick at him merely to perintendent of public education that
of Africa.
that the insurgent movement, so a factor in business that the stock
the Mora County Institute which opens
Ihim.
a while man were he dared the interior jungles
frighten
and
policemen
Vice-PresWhen reminded of ihis prediction,
.called, is subsiding," said
yards company was agreeing to pay beaten into insensibility.
today at Wagon Mound is the only one
Bloodshed
Roosevelt
that
dent Sherman, who went to Utica yes-- ! a rebate in restraint of trade and in was
Starr
Professor
repled
in the territory to hold an eight weeks
all
of
COLLORADO OFFICER
prevented by the arrival
path FOUGHT
terday to attend the wedding of his discrimination against other shippers. the available police reserves who had chosen a less dangerous
or summer school. Two weeks
sessin
WITH
RATTLE
SNAKE.
one originally announced,
niece.
the
than
is required of teachers and
attendance
in
succeeded
charged the mob and
swamps
"We do not notice the change so DEATH CLAIMS MRS.
thus avoiding the poison-ladewho
four weeks of sum
those
attend
leaders
of
Six
it.
the
ring
Greeley, Colo., June 13. Gordon' mer school receive
so deadly to the white man.
MAGGIE MONTOYA. dispersing
much in Washington where the insurcompensation. Prowere arrested.
no
he
is
who
has
dressed
home,
says
King,
In Japan, Professor Starr
gents are still insurgin? despite their
S. Hofer of East Las Vegas,
J.
fessor
The trouble started when one of a and lived
as a Japanese, studying the under arrest here accused of resisting
assertions that they are standing by Was Native of This City and for Ten saner of
negroes jostled a white man customs and the religion of the people. an officer and of assault with a dead is in charge of the Mora County Instithe President, but from my observaYears Stenographer in Secreon the street and after an altercation,
a rattlesnake. King tute.
"I believe," he said, "tnat there will ly weapon,
tion On my recent western trip, I
A Big Trout Order.
tary's Office.
A
knocked him senseless.
policeman be a reaction in Japan against the came here to attend the fortieth anni- ..
x
i
i T. i
'
i
am convinced that the movement is
r
lMI auu ua,Ile n
,ta,u
who attempted to arrest the negro customs
of
versarv
celebration
of
the
Those
founding
of the Occident.
on the wane.
ll!aced a larse trout order- - not at a
Special to the New Mexican.
was attacked by the entire gang and
adopted customs found to be unsuited this town by Horace Greeley, which
"I rather expected to find in WisAlbuquerque, N. M., June 13. Mrs. beaten unconscious with his owrn iiib. to the country, are being cast off al- closed vesterdav. When about to de- - hotel- b,lt with the Colorado hatchery.
consin a predominant feeling of in- Margaret TVIontoya, 27 years old wife Another officer who came to his astroutiets' wnicn
alter-- He asked lor 500,uuu
ready. American trade will never be part, he became involved in an
will use in stocking the trout
he
surgency because most of the Repub- of Roberto Montoya, agent for the sistance met a like fate.
behand
cation
section
with
railroad
a
a serious factor in the Orient
lican representatives from Wisconsin Occidental Life Insurance Company,
streams of
territory. The fish
Convict Shot Three Men.
cause the Japanese and the Chinese and Sheriff Florence arrested both order will bethefilled
in Congress have been prominent in here, died this afternoon of typhoid
between August 1
Ohio, June 13. Armed are so apt to copy our methods and men. King broke away and as the
Canton,
10.
was
Mr.
Gable
and
much amused
that movement. To my surprise, I pneumonia after short illness. Mrs. with two revolvers and a dagger our
him
sheriff covered
with a revolver,
products.'"
found substantially no such sentiment. Montoya was for ten years in the sec- Frank Nunamaker, a former convict,
reached in his pocket and threw some at a clipping sent him bv a Buffalo
"I have twice before within a few retary's office at Santa Fe, as sten- entered a church last night at Louisthing at the official whidh proved to New York angler announcing2 that a
FATAL SHOOTING OVER
weeks been in the middle west and I ographer. The remains will be sent ville, near here, where a Doumanian
pound
be a rattle snake. The officer prompt- New Yorker had caught a 10
MOSQUERO.
AT
HOMESTEAD
trout and was informed that he had
have found the sentiment to be de- to Santa Fe tonight for interment.
and
was
ly killed the snake.
place
taking
christening
violated the law by such a heavy
cidedly in favor of a continuance of
shot three men, one of whom will die. Woman Reported to Be Dying and Her
the protective policy. The outcome in
He replied that he began fishcatch.
in
Feud
Fatal
Kentucky.
Young Son Horribly Mutilated
for the trout late at night and did
Iowa, where the primaries were held BLOODY DAY
ing
June 13. In a feud
Recover.
Ky.,
Not
Lexington,
May
GIRLS TORTURED
not land the monster until early the
Tuesday, and where the regular were
batttle in Breathitt county, two memsuccceeful in every district in the
following morning and therefore his
13.
bers of the Crawford family were shot
N.
During
June
M.,
Mosquero,
state where there was a contest, save
was a "two days catch and not in
haul
over
Johnson
member
of
the
to death and a
uu' altercation on last Tuesday
one successful in choosing a state
violation of the trout law."
DEATH
was wounded, according to re-- the place belonging to E. A. Botts, be.family
committee the majority of whom were
111 WIMWIIVW ports reaching here today.
That Indian Trouble.
tween Dr. Guy L. McKinney and Jefregulars were strongly indicative of
Captain of the Mounted Police Forn- ferson Shrum at Mosquero, Union
r,tf
continued belief in Republican, poliar.t r.nJ.ill f Viq TnHinii
POPE
county, Mrs. Cordelia J. Burlison was
Sunday Is Marked by Killings CHIEF JUSTICE
to
cies."
Flames
School and Francis Wilson, attorney
Crept Up Slowly
PRONOUNCES SENTENCE. shot through the throat and in the
for the Pueb,o Indians have returned
and Outbreak of the
Beverly Will Be Summer Capita
Victims Under
face and will probably die, and her
Their
mutiwhere they were sent by
j from Cochiti
face
his
horribly
Again.
had
the
son
a
for
Number
of
Recruits
Quite
young
Mob Spirit
j Governor
and
to investigate the al- Mills
shot
may
of
Beverly, Mass., June 13. The sunv
Wreckage
lated by a discharge
Territorial Penitentiary From
armed
mer White House is swept and
leged Indian trouble. Governor Mills
not recover. Shrum who was
Chaves County.
the
for
blamed
is
dusted; the broad lawns are green, VENDETTA
witlh
a
shot
gun
ENDSJN MURDER
the, elms have not yet felt the blight
Chief Justice Pope in district court shooting and has fled. Doctor McKin- PRINTING PUNT CATASTROPHE
of the gypsy moth, and all nature
at Roswell pronounced sentence upon ney was armed with a rifle.
iwas an Indian insurrection over
matters and that military protection
smiles on Woodberry Point where
John
convicted
the
following
persons:
Five Linotype Operators was needed. It apears that the Cochi- President Taft and his family will Two Negroes Shoot Into Crowd R. Wilson, one to three years for horse FOREST FIRES IN
Thirty
r-:- I
J
MEXICO ARE SPREADING,
ti Indiana had nocinea several sei- Watching Baseball Game-Cro- wd
again seek rest and health during the
stealing, sentence being suspended uptiers that if they did not remove their
on payment of fine of $500 and during
coming heated term.
Infuriated.
Killed.
fences from what the Indians claim is
good behavios; Jack Padgitt, one to Several Small Mining Camps in Ashes
The Taft family will arrive on the
five years for larceny; Henry Foster,
their land they would remove them for
Flames Threaten Several
twenty-third- .
and
Staid Beverly people
Chicago, 111., June 13. An unidenti- four years in the reform school for
Montreal, June 13. The bodies of the settlers. Trouble was feared but
Large Towns.
are somewhat excited also at the fied
man killed four men and stabbed
to
Fornoff said that quiet reign- one
Elmer
Roosevelt
year
Wickhain,
Colonel
of
forgery;
prospect
having
probably thirty-fiv- e
bindery girls and Captain
one
will probably die and a three
who
from
A
13.
Tomas
special
when he and his companions
d
there
El
June
Pasn.
months
next
for
eighteen
forgery;
among them for a few days,
year old girl was wounded by a stray Martinez, two to three years for (horse Cananea, Mexico, says that forest linotype men are buried beneath tons' arrived on the scene. It remains to be
month as a guest of his
of wrecked machinery and debris in
in a vendetta on the
e
of bullet last night,
geen how the matter win be adjusted
stealing; Seferino Ornelas, two and a fires swept over a section twenty-nvCongressman Nicholas Longworth
The
Italian
district.
west
the
of
side
and
the
the basement of the Herald building for there is said to have been trouble
for
the
in
Ojo
half to three and a half years
miles in length
summer cotOhio. The Longworth
fight is believed to be the sequel of horse stealing; Marcos Corona, eigh- Manzanal mountains and is spreading. which burned today. Many girls met brewing for some time over the bound-deat- h
tage occupies a point of land near
a feud between the Italians.
teen months to two years for horse Several small mining camps were dethat on which the Taft estate is loby slow torture. The flames aries of lands owned by the Indians
Almost a Lynching.
and a number of others as
and Spanish-speakinstealing.
settlers,
stroyed
cated.
towns are crept slowly upon them as they lay,
Chicago, 111., June 13. There came
of
number
Postmaster
well
as
a
larger
Appointed,
Colonel Roosevelt's chief activities near being a lynching here yesterday, GENERAL CARR RUN
The victims were carried
helpless.
FIora B Blackwell has been
tlhreatened.
while in Massachusetts are expected when six negroes drew guns and shot
DOWN
BY
AUTOMOBILE.
the building by a huge pointed postmaster at Seneca, Union
through
Bosof
to be expended in the vicinity
into a crowd of whites, as the result
New York, June 13. In dodging an JOHNSON IS EVIDENTLY
tank which plunged from the roof to county, vice B. L. Brown, resigned.
ton, as he will be the guest of Sen- of a quarrel over a crap game. The automobile General, Eugene A. Carr,
GETTING LAZY. the cellar. Almost instantly there
Harthe
ator Lodge at Nahant after
came an explosion of gas from the YEGGMEN MAKE HAUL
negroes fled. The spectators at a ball United States army, retired, caught
vard commencement and will speak game who witnessed the fight pur- his heel in a pavement crack and fell
AT DALHART, TEXAS,
June 13. This is a pipes. Scores of persons of the edi- San
Francisco,
Asbefore the National Educational
sued. The timely arrival of the po- heavily. His Wright hip was wrech-eHe went torial and other departments had to
El
June 13. Yeggmen
Texas
camp.
in
Johnson's
Paso,
holiday
sociation in Boston on July 8.
lice, who with drawn revolvers held
and (he had to be taken home in in his new automobile to San Jose. fight for their lives. Through the last night dynamited the store of R.
The amusements of the Taft family the infuriated whites in check, pre- a cab. General Carr fs the oldest liv- He decided he needed a day of rest smoke and wreckage the fire depart- - P. Hutton of Dalhart, Texas. They
vented a lynching which the whites ing graduate of West Point being a and even omitted the 12 mile sprint, ment could make little progress escaped with $1,100 in cash, three
were preparing to carry out.
member of the class of 1850.
(Continued on Pace Eight- watches and two diamond rings.
a constant, feature of training.
against the flames.

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, June 13. It is
expected that the final vote on the
conservation bill will be taken on
The statehood bill is to
Wednesday.
follow, amendmeits being pressed to
the Senate bill so as to permit the
territory to vote for the next President. Colonel W. S. Hopewell left
for New York tonight. Curry will go
tomorrow night for one day.
Representative Martin is Rampant.
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M

Wheat

Old

Imperial
Jerssv Cream

(

DAILY

ROUND

OP.

ON THE PLAINS.
By .Mary Foxwcl! in the Groat South-

lin k

like a

wind-s-

And the moon's on the edge

COSSETS

I

of the

prairie.
Red line of sunset, fading behind,
Whispers of joy in the kiss of

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Faultless
in every detail.

the

wind,

Ecstasies, creatures of sense and the
mind,
the moon on the edge of the
prairie.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Telephone

mm
minun

Fancies disturbed by a picture warm,
Of
eyes, and a round,
while arm,
A vision of heaven, with an earth-borcharm.
The moon's on the edge of th
prairie.

Winter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

d

pitv moinc
uim

lunuu.

is

No. 40

Denver, Colo., June
The forecast is fair west por- lion, possibly showers east por- lion tonight or Tuesday; cool- er east portion tonight.

Oerleaping its channels to reach

CALL AJ?D SEE FOE YOURSELF

rose

That blooms on the edge
prairie.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

of

This turbulent Something, that spurns
control.

j

with my Soul?
The moon's on the

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

edge

of (he

prairie.

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the 'est.
foot-leng-

caljed to Zook's change of advertise- uient in today's issue setting forth
Hie advantage of persistent care in
filling prescriptions.
To Hold Social Tomorrow
The La- dies' Home Missionav Society of the
M. 15. church will hold their regular
social and devotional meeting 2:1)0 p.
home of Mrs.
ni. Tuesday at the
Bruce Williams on Palace avenue.
Santa Fe Canon Popular The Santa Fe canon attracted many fishermen

Across the range, where there is no
night,
Where faith shall be swallowed up in j all(i excursionists
yesterday. Fairly
S1sht.
good catches of fish were made espe- Shall I ever recall with a thrill of cially by those above the ranger's
delight,
cabin. The Santa Fe canon is an ideal
The moon on the edge of the location for a summer resort and
prairie.'
would beat Cloudcroft in patronage if
some railroad were to exploit it.
Will Dedicate Masonic Temple- Was Up to 81 Sunday The mer- y
Xext week, June 24, the Roswell
climbed up to til degrees Sunday
sons will dedicate their beautiful $50 from a minimum of 5o
degrees at 4 : 05
000 temple.
a. m. The relative humidity was 35 j
Taxable Valuation
Raised The per cent yesterday and there was a
board of county commissioners
of trace of rain, the showers coming in
Grant county, last week raised the as- the afternoon and at night. A year
sessed valuation of the property of ago today the maximum was 77 and
tne Colorado Fuel and Iron Company the minimum 46 with 82 per cent of
from $12,000 to $250,000.
sunshine.
Gasoline Walter
Feast of St. Anthony Today the
Rubbing Ignited
Farmer at Texico was badly burned Roman Catholic church celebrated the
or
by gasoline which he used in cleaning feast of St. Anthony of Padua,
clothes. Rubbing the wool electricity known as "San Antonio," in Spanish,
developed and a spark set the gaso- - j St. Anthony was one of the church's
line on fire.
greatest pulpit orators and his statue
is found in many Catholic churches.
Boys Taken to Reform School
Sheriff Secundino Romero of Las Ve- The devotion to this saint is remarkgas, took Grover Clark and Harry Rus- - able and has been steadily increasing
sell to the reform school at Springer smce xne memoranie woras oi tne
to serve sentences of three vears for!Iate plle Leo XIII: "St- Anthony was
a
of Padua but he belongs to
breaking the seal on a Santa Fe thenative
world.'"
whole
freight car.
It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e
Vaudeville
and Pictures at the Elks'
Doctor Found
Paralvzed Dr. H
the man who uses them.
see
anu
nop
nopper
Mcllhany, after lying several hours i"eaier lonigni.
You
will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
unconscious from nnralvm's on h i s l'er. they are good.
your
temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
Married This Morning Carlos
claim on the Penasco, fourteen miles
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
from Artesia, Eddy county, was found cero and Miss Refugito Duran werej
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
by his son. No hope is entertained married at the Cathedral this morn-- ;
tne Very Rev. Anthony Four-- j
for the physician's recovery.
iuS
If it's Hardware W?aowarco!S We have it.
The bridesmaids were Missj
New Mexico Woman Thought to Be cheSVictoriana
Duran
the
sister
of
bride,
an-!
Demented A New Mexico girl
swering to the description of Maggie land Miss Slella 0r,iz and Tillie Du"
Gillette after wandering about Ellran- The best men were Frank T.
and Juarez and passing a check, itiz. Ambrosio Duran and Dionicio Or-- ;
apparently worthless, has disappeared. liz nephewsa of the bride. After thej
AND RETAIL
reception took place at
She is young and beautiful but is be-- ! ceremony
tlle nollle f Frank Ortiz, the bride's
lieved to be demented.
brother-in-law- .
RATON
The bride was attired
Died of Her Burns After terrible
wore a wreath of white
in
white
YANKEE
and
suffering, Mrs. Emily Esterbrook died!'
Both the bride and bride
CERRILLOS
of the burns she received in her home!
at La Mesa, Dona Ana county. She! groom are well known and esteemed
city and their
tried to light a fire by pouring kero-- i young people of this them
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
long years
sene on the embers. Her son Frank, many friends wished
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
and prosperity.
and a man named Schaeffer, who tried of happiness
honor
in
The
novena
Ends
Novena
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
to extinguish the flames that eventual-- j
of tthe Blessed Virgin which began
85
ly consumed the house, are recovering!
Telephone
Telephone 85
Sunday a week ago with a solemn profrom their burns.
VarDe
Don
cession fulfilling
Diego
vow, ended at the Cathedral this
7
gas'
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas morning. The statue of the Virgin
county, ss:
was brought back from Rosario chaFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he pel yesterday afternoon, the same
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. nomp
attending the ceremony as was
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstrnct Do you know whether
Hun-CitCheney & Co., doing business in the witnessed eight days ago.
you liaveJEan absolute tit)eto the property which you now own?
of Toledo, County and State d,.eds and thousands of people turned
will
aforesaid, and that said firm
pay out to take part in the procession or
Absracts of Title,
THE
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- to view it and again the pretty maidFE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by
LARS for each and every case of Ca- ens clad in white and wearing white
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use veils, with medals of the Virgin susCatron Block
Santa Fe, N, M
Ttl Blacli 76
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
pended from blue silk ribbons around
FRANK J. CHENEY,
their necks, attesting tJlieir member
Sworn to before me and subscribed shin in the Sodality of the Blessed
rJMau
in my presence, this Cth day of De11
mv, J
" bin,
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MANUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER
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Ma-cur-
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
OK WORK

IN OUR LINE DOJJ E TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

i

F. GORMLEY"
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
A"C

SANTA KE, N, M.

w
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OANON

ROAD

-

i

MULLIGAN &,
SUCCESSORS TO

J.

rising

D. MULLIGAN

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
FRAMING

IOC

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

Or-Pas- o

-

Screened

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

!

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

j

y

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
S . E. Corner of Plaza
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cember,
(Seal.)

No Need to Cut.

Lump
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International Stock Food
Hay,

j

WHOLESALE

PALACE
AVE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Flour,

L-u-

-

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
RED

SEE

j

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

PICTURE

th

SELIG MAN BROS

j

Goods.

iji

7&7 $3S0

ccme to us for a pair of

a tures at the Elks' tonight at the same
old price, 10 and la cents.
Zook's Change of Ad Attention is
the

Deserting my bosom to reach its goal,
Can t your teet, good pony, keep up

130
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Remember it's vaudeville and pic-

a ud flows,
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both these features in your
summer footwear if you

13.

nie, sprites of the desert, if one
of you know,
The name of this torrent, that rises

t
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Jewelry Silverware,

Perfect fit that means comf 3rt
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting

And

bhiek-t'ringe-

1Q

'"a"'""--

i

tremulous night a
part.
Main's herald of dame shines into 'my

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

PHONE
BLACK

V

dart.

heart,

EVERY DESCRIPTION

- VJ

And siTins of the

Bobolink

i.

Wf5-

west.)
st cod swerves

.My .uooil

Pansy

y

y

j

j

A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
!
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
id
Take Hall's Family Pills for

v
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
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the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a fart so thorounhlv imnressed on our minds that "eternal viailance" is our
i
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compounded at ZOOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
I results.
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vhich receives prior consideration,
whUv the common talk around the
north end of th- capitol is that one
man has cLnatd his mind and that

A CORROBORATION
Of

PRESIDENT IS

Interest to Santa Fe Readers.

For months Santa Fe citizens have
seen in these columns enthusiastic
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Fe residents. Would these prominent
people recommend a remedy that had
not proven reliable? "Would they confirm their statements after years had
elapsed if personal experience had not
r
shown the remedy to be worthy of
ement? No stronger proof of
merit can he had than cures that have
stood the test of time. The following
statement should carry conviction to
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
Toribio Rodriguez,
110 Johnson
street, Santa Fe, X. M.. says: "Two
and a half years ago I gave a statement for publication in regard to my
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than ever. I suffered
greatly from disoredered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what was to
be free from an ache or pain of some
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling,
Burrows & Co.'s drus store, my pains
and aches disappeared and my back
was as sound and well as ever. Doan's
enKidney Pills have my strongest
dorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
en-do-

Foster-Milbur-

n

SOCIETIES.

BATERNAL

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

fel?Wv

WW'
r

communicatioas
ular
first Monday or eacf
month a Masonic ha.

at

v. m.
DORMAN,
Acting Master.

H- - H- -

ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

R. A. M.

ARTHUR

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month, at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J. A. MASSIE. E.
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

C.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1e
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and tourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
K. R. S.

JOHN K. STAUFFER.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. O. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i9 year; the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH

TREATMENT
guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
si

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

FAGE THREE.
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MISINFORMED
If He Believes That New
Mexico Is Likely to Be

Democratic State
SHUTTLEG0GKW1TH STATEHOOD

Congressional Leaders Seem to
Be at Sea on This
Question.
13. That
Washington, June
the
question of legalizing railroad
Is not likely to be stirred
up again in the near future is the general belief. At least it is said that no
movement in this direction is likely
to emanate from sources friendly to
the railroads. The tone of the railroad presidents who have been in
Washington in the last few days, including tlie president of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe railroad, is that
they prefer i0 leave the traffic agreement just where it is. Without question, the step of the administration to
invoke the Sherman law against the
Western Trunk Line Association took
the railroads by surprise and thoroughly frightened the railroad managers. For many years no attempt has
been made to apply the Sherman law
to such agreements. But that it could
be applied lias been pretty clear since
the decisions of the supreme court in
the joint traffic and
cases. Nevertheless, as the railroad
managers admit they have gone ahead
for about fourteen years making rates
through understandings with each other. Of course they say these arrangements are not amenable to the Sherman law, but Attorney General Wick-ers'nais fully convinced that the
government had the strongest kind of
a case against the Western Trunk
Line Association, and that if the case
were to be put up to the courts the
government would win. The view of
the railroad presidents, as they disclosed it here, is that, it will be better
no; to try to get Congress in the near
future to legalize the traffic agreement
for the reason that if the effort is
made again and fails it will emphasize the fact that traffic agreements
are now under the ban of the law
and at once may come a popular demand for the enforcement of the law.
Congress has shown quite clearly in
tflie debate on the railroad bill that i'
will not permit railroad agreements
unless the law requires the interstate commerce commission to supervise them stringently. The understanding between the White House
and the railroad heads whereby the
increases in rates made since May 1
are to be submitted to the interstate
commerce commission, raises some
interesting questions as to admister-in- g
the new measure. The railroad
'bill has been ordered to conference.
It is expected It will be reshaped
there so that it will be neither the
House hill nor the Senate bill. The
interstate
Senate bill allowed th
commerce commission to hold up a
rate increase for ten months pending
inquiry into it. The House bill restricts this time to four months. If
the conferees take the House provision in this respect and limit the time
to four months, .it will be practically
impossible for the interstate commerce commission to make anything
like a thorough inquiry into the merits of the increases proposed. The
railroads will lay before the commission a vast fabric of increases to be
passed upon. This will involve an
enormous amount of inquiry. It is
scarcely possible for the commission
to go to the bottom of such increases
in four months, and it is doubtful if
the work can be done in ten months,
when it is considered the commission
will have a great deal of other work
on its hands.
That the new railroad law will compel Congress in the near future to
consider enlargement of the interstate commerce commission is a view
held here by many. Already the comThis
mission has a heavy burden.
will be largely added to by the new
law. Some discussion of the need of
enlargement has been current during
this session, but nothing has yet
come of it.
The railroad bill in the House was
instead of the
sent to conference,
Senate amendments being adopted by
four Tammany Democrats, Fitzgerald,
Goldfogle, Goulden, and Harrison;
and Underwood and Craig, of Alabama, leaving their party associates
and voting with the regular Republicans. The insurgents voting against
their party were Ames, Gardner. Good,
Hayes, Miller, of Minnesota, Parsons,
Pickett, Volstead.
Shuttlecock With Statehood.
The general opinion in the Senate
is that there will be no vote this year
on the statehood bill admitting New
Mexico and Arizona. After insisting
that the statehood bill already passed
Ly the House be made the unfinished
business of the Senate, Senator Beveridge, chairman of the committee on
territories, feels that ne has sufficiently put himself and his committee on

traffic-agreement- s

trans-Missou-

ri

record as supporting the committee's
favorable report on the bill, and he
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your said that there would be no further
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays opposition to the desire of the regu
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays lars to bring up first the conservation
b?L, providing for withdrawal of pubAll work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
lic lands by the President.
sewed on you shirts, without
Mr. Beveridge takes the ground
extra charge.
that as both bills are favored by the
PHONE RED 122. PHONE BED 122. President it is practically Immaterial

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

he now personally favors the immediof ilie conservation
t
p nse of separate
Of course the F'resident
statehood.
v ants bot'h bills .ass:'d at this session, but the regulars long ago made
up their minds thai nothing of the
sort should happen, and the insurgents are fairly iv( nix ili',1 to pigeonhole for a year a liiil ihat will add
four Democratic Senators and perhaps
three Democratic Ho;;se members to
the already dangerously
increasing
minority in both Houses.
The plan of the regulars is to let
as much debate as is necessary develop on the conservation measure. That
will give time for the sundry civil appropriation bill to be disposed of. and
by that time measures already in conference will be signed by the President and nothing will remain to hold
Congress longer in session. Adjournment will then be taken and the Congressional campaign will begin in
earnest.
While the President lias no part in
this plan as now mapped out, it is not
expected he will make much opposition.
The estimates today are more hopeful of an early adjournment than they
have been for some weeks. The sundry civil appropriation bill will prol
ably reach the Senate by Wednesday,
at once displacing all ciher business.
Tiie provision in that bill for the tariff committee will
probably take up
two weeks of debate and that bill will
then be sent to conference.
By that
the
between
time the differences
House and Senate on the railroad bill
will probably have been adjusted and
appropriation bills now in conference
will have been disposed of. For the
first time in many days talk is again
veering to July 1 as the probable date
of adjournment.
The President is determined that
the statehood bill admitting Arizona
and New Mexico to the Union shall
be passed and signed before the closi
of the present session of Congress.
He feels a personal responsibility In
the matter, since his administration is
pledged for these territories, and believes it is his duty to see that the
promise made in the last national Republican platform is fulfilled.
The President is fully aware of the
political situation in the two territories and the chances, especially with
public sentiment as it is at present,
are that Arizona would be a Democratic state, and that the two parties are
about equally divided in New Mexico,
with prospects of coming in Democratic. He has absolutely refused to
concerning
listen to any suggestion
the advisability of postponing action,
He conhowever, on this account.
siders that he is under obligations to
the people of these two territories to
see that Arizona and New Mexico are
taken into the sisterhood of states,
and he intends to fulfill that obligation no mailer what the political, or
rather the partisan, consequences may
be. At any rate, he is willing to take
the chance of their being Democratic
for he regards their right to statehood
as of far greater importance.
It is feared, however, that the difficulty will be not so much in passing
the "statehood bill through the Senate
as getting an agreement in the conThe statehood
ference committee.
measure as it passed the House in
the early part of the session is radically different in many important particulars from the Beveridge bill,
It will very
in the Senate.
likely be the aim of the Democrats,
all of whom advocate statehood, as
well as some of the friends of the
proposition on the majority side to
substitute the House bill for the Senate measure if this can be done. However it is accomplished, the President
desires action and will leave no stone
unturned to get it.

ate consideration
measure at 'he

INCIDENTS
MELODRAMATIC
OF CARRIZOZO HOLD-UP- .
It Was a Robin Hood Sort of a Highwayman Who Robber El Paso &

Southwestern

Train.

smi-- j

of

Sel
Sel.

their berths with no dream
carmi'ed .Jesse James.
Kind to the Needy.
roiib.'i's command, the porter
his cap and preceded him
aisle beside the sleeping pas-Th- "
awakened the
jxu-'etlie information that
s, a uenmian" to see them
it thfjawoke the "gemniaii"
contribution to the porter's
hen lie has lleeced the pas-h- e
'he
robber turned '
nd demanded that he con-i.i- s
mite also. The porter
a dollar and a
,Iy handed
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New Mexico Military Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of thi Souihwert.'
Army Officer'? Detailed ty War Department
Army Inspector? RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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sent a parting shot ricocheting
through Mr. Hawks car where he and
his private secretary, Leon C. Miller,

-
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-
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way."
Tiie last, berth in the forward end of
the car was occupied by a woman who
hail three little children.
She W'as
awakened by the porter and invited to

contribute. She told the highwayman
that she had three children and only a
few dollars.
"Well, you may keep it." said the
robber, "I have a wife and 11 children
at home myself."
At this juncture the brakeman, Vic-.orcame into the car from the forward end and was promptly covered
and told that he had to dig down and
make good the amount he had let the
mother of three children keep. The
nrakeinan dug.
Rough With Curious Man.
One employe of the road, after
handing over his purse containing $s,
thought he had paid enough money to
see the rest of the show and stuck his
head out of his berth to enjoy the
sight of others being fleeced, but. took
it quickly in when the robber called
blank-blanand
him a blankety-blanif he looked
him
informed
that
coolly
out again his head would be blown
away.
After the robber had collected all
the money and valuables, he ordered
the brakeman to bring the train to a
stop. The brakeman signaled the enbut. the conductor,
gineer to stop
who was still in ignorance of the robbery, had already ascertained that he
had passengers for Robsart and had
signaled the engineer to stop at
Robsart, which the train was then
Hearing. Consequently no attention
was was paid the brakeman's signal.
The robber, seeing that the train did
not slack its speed, placed his revolver against the brakeman's body and
told him that if he did not bring the
train to a stop and do it double quick,
he would kill him. The brakeman used
the emergency brake and the train
came to a stop.
Got Wrong Train.
At the time of the robbery Q. Sadler, special officer of the Southwestern, was in Tucumcari and left immediately on the Golden State Limited
When the
for the scene of the hold-up- .
limited met the train that was held
up, it was flagged on instructions from
the General Superintendent Hawks,
who related the circumstances to the
special officer. Mr. Hawes was on No.
2 and the robber, after completing his
job, had shot out the marker lamps
attached to the private car and also

r
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that chicken
may keep
cliaiue. nigger," said the bandit. "You
have done good work for me, any-
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cour-e- ,
young
men for co'lega or for bu!iie!S Ufa. Ureat
amount of opon air work. Healthiest ,ocatlon
if any M i tar y School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley - the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatior, oi 1.700
?eet above sea level, ?'insh!ne everv day, but
Ittie rain or nnw during sesloc.
Eleven Officers. and instructors, all gradu-

ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS-- E.
A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlitoa. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A
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For particulars
address.
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.
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Wells Fargo
Compan?
xpres!
Oi'neral Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the Wer
Stave Money and Inconvenience by

Purchasing Wells Fsrgo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS..
Payable Taroughoit the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aoent
THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M(
Santa Fe,

BER6EKE. Manaoer for New Mexico.
Catron Block.

N. M.

e c. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

were slumbering.
Offers irrigated land3 in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to ; "5.00 per acre, under cultivation
That the robber was no novice, but
and highly improved, S50.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
an adept at the game, and a desperate
ideal homes ready for you.
individual, is beyond doubt. It is also
evident that he missed his calculations
acre
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00
and held up No. 2 of Thursday night
on
frovRANCHES.
to
settlers
locate
are
We
RANCH KS,
prepared
LA RGB
instead of No. 2 the night previous, as
ion entor- eminent land. We have t
LAK(4K
men are
AND
'
AN I)
his first act upon leaving Carrizozo
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
:
:
;
SMALL.
to correspond with us.
invited
SMALL
was to demand of Brakeman Vicory,
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
at the point of his .44 where the large,
diamonds were that he had been wearing, and by his later remark that he
had "got the wrong train crew," it is
assumed that he had figured on Trainmen J. P. McMillan and Stoddard
Johnson, the latter known as "DiaCarrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs. acmond Dick," who were in charge of
Special automobiles furnished to
between Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
the train on the previous night.
commodate
the
with
any number of passengers
N.
M.,
connecting
Mr. Sadler on his arrival at Carri- Roswell,
Rock Is- to make special connections with any
and
&
Southwestern
Paso
El
zozo, started on the trail of the robRailroads
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
ber, accompanied by Indian trailers, land
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor& Santa Fe Railroad.
Topeka
special detectives and bloodhounds.
a.
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comarrive
S:30
m.,
at
Leave Vaughn
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosRAILROADERS ARE GOING
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
TO THE
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
to
50
of
lbs.
allowance
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Baggage
Fort Worth, Texas, June 13.- - W. C. each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
Nixon, vice president and general
manager of the Frisco system, is sure
that the railroads in this country are
going to
According to him
Texas will be the only state that will
Look Over Your Suit
have any crops this year, frosts and
in
general inclemenecy of weather,
I'liL'X
his opinion, having done great damage in the north. "There will be a little increase in tonnage from Texas,"
said Mr. Nixon, "but I doubt whether
the freight movement in other parts
of the country will even be what it
was last year. The railroads are not
making any money now and will make
less this coming fall."
Asked what the outcome would be
of the injunction
against
higher
freight rates, recently secured by the
government Mr. Nixon ,said that he
was merely an operating official and
did not know anything about it.
IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY
STABLE
MANAGEMENT OF TEXAS SCHOOL you can nearly always see a rig get- after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
LANDS A GOOD EXAMPLE. ting ready to start out. We will send and it will remind you of when it first
one
distance, for any purpose, at came from the tailor's hands
Austin, Texas, June 13 With all any any
bright,
time.
in
the
remained
obligations met there
fresh and new. We press the garm.We
All
Answer
Calls
Promptly,
Texas state treasury at the end of
the last fiscal year a balance slightly and will be glad to serve you in any ents back into their original perfect
f
in excess of one and
million way in which a rig is required. One shape, and take out every spot and
Is
dollars. During the (same period unusual feature of our business a stain without the least injury to the
a
at
invalids
for
drive
out
taking
treschool fund securities reached the
hour each day. We mention cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
mendous total of $16,000,000, accum- regular
as
an
it
illustration of the many serv- and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
ulated through the sale of school and ices
we
stand
guaranteed.
ready to render.
other public lands for which there has
been a very active demand the last
WILLIAMS & EISING
Julius Muralteiy Tailor
two years. This fund is devoted en310
139
San
St.
'Phone
to
Francisco
Red.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
education.
tirely

per

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

BOW-WOW-

Tucumcari, N. M., June 13. The officials have not been able as yet to effect the capture of the lone bandit who
held np and robbed the Southwestern
train Thursday night. It is believed he
has escaped to the mountains.
Jesse James, the king of bandits,
richer in
never pulled off a hold-umelodramatic incident.
show that
The reports of the hold-uwhile the robber was firm and ready
to kill if necessary, he was kind at
heart and generous and had a keen
sense of humor. The reports say that
he wore the conventional, western
slouch hat and that he appeared in
shirt sleeves, perhaps a red shirt. On
each of hip he carried a 45 Colt's revolver. He did not thrust the revolver barrel into the fact of the brake-maor the porter, but held them at
his, hip in border fashion and commanded in such tones that obedience
was forthcoming, he sioke as a man
who shoots from the hip; who aims
with foresight and decision as well as
hindsight and precision.
The hold-u- p
artist did not, as was
first stated, stop the train before robbing the passengers no such amateur
methods for him. So systematic and
orderly was the affair carried out that
the conductor did not know his train
had been robbed until the robber was
fleeing toward the protecting hills.
The robber got on the dark side of
the train as it pulled out of Carrizozo.
The porter was the first person he encountered. He was shining shoes for
the passengers who were sleeping
p

p

n

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

bow-wow-
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the two extremes o.f the Estancia valley there was not a single cultivated
field, there were only three dwelling
houses; only one clump of trees and
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would ing in harmony.
"The proposed Chautauqua
keep the ground stirred, for when the in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
"The San Luis Southern now has July rains come there will be little Santa Fe,
undoubtedly attract, a large number
Krew Mexico
of persons from all over the southwest completed and in operation sixteen time for stirring. How easily we for-- i
country. It would result in enlarging miles of road and is just finishing up get how rapidly the crops grow in this
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opment of the beautiful place every- s,ons"
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where known as El Paso's roof
your hammer and take up the hoe.
SANTA FE MUST BETTER ITSELF.
The fate of Guthrie which on SatSocorro is looking after the augmenWONDERS OF IRRIGATION.
urday through a popular vote lost the tation of its water supply. Every town
The east, is waking up to the won- capital of Oklahoma should bestir in the territory, including Santa Fe
ders of irrigation and to the knowl- Santa Fe to develop along other lines should do likewise. Says the Socorro
edge that here in the southwest, in than it has in the past. Albuquerque Chieftain:
the country that even geographers for has outgrown Santa Fe remarkably
"Mayor Bursum has taken another
centuries regarded as a desert, there since 1899. This city has stood still important, step towards improving the
has been practiced a method of farm- in many respects while the Duke City city's water supply. He has had the
ing superior to that of the most fer- lhas gone forward along every line. water from the smelter spring turned
tile sections of the continent. Says Santa Fe has abandoned advantages into the city main. This will add
very
that it had, has surrendered trade terthe Masillon, Ohio. Xews:
materially to the quantity of water
'"It is not so many years since a few ritory, while other towns have eager- .available for the
city's use and will
enthusiasts were striving, in season ly grasped these. Take away the cap- - also save a fniiciHorol,lrt
e
and out of season to impress on the ital and Santa Fe sinks to the status !waler that hM bepn
draws for lhe ast flftflen
minds of their countrymen the import- ot a village.
Albuquerque
11:18
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a
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country west of the Missouri.
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Ages ago "the unknown people who in- horticultural fair altogether. In other water from this spring and the only
matters
evFe
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Santa
loo,
rested,
habited the dry plains of Xew Mexico
explanation has been that there was
and Arizona had extensive systems of erything in the line of advancement a conflict of rights, or at least of
irrigation, and when the Spanish mis- has been either too much trouble or claims, in the case. Mayor Bursum has
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sionaries came to southern California cost too much. The local business'-me- done exactly the right thing in approLeave your order with
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they diverted the waters of some of
priating the water for the benefit of
Board
the
of
or
Commercial
Trade
us this week.
the streams and made their gardens
the city. It is now up to other
blossom and raised oranges and figs Club and but for a few public spirited to establish their claims in the parties
courts,
and grapes and olives for their use. men and a band of noble, hardwork- if they have any claims that are
legiThe lesson of irrigation was learned ing women, the old town would die of timate. Mr. Bursum has still other
The longer you wait, the
in time and even the government has dry rot, of the manana siesta spirit. improvements in the
water servcity's
more chance you take,
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day
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soon advance.
too
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to
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and
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go
has been in the great Imperial valley,
polls
the supply of water that is utilized is
in the southeastern corner of Califor- permitted tlhe advantage that would not now
equal to the great demands
nia, where but a few years ago the have cost them nothing to go by de- made upon it for purposes of
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and
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public
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man.
spirit
to
public
pride
ert, producing nothing useful
Loganberries,
Since the country has been irrigated, Santa Fe.
The Carlsbad Argus speaks as foland Blackberries.
it has become thickly populated, the
lows in acknowledgment of the work
Fresh Vegetables
THE ESTANCIA VALLEY.
lands have risen to $100 an acre in
and efforts of 'Delegate to Congress W.
A Boosters edition of the Estancia H.
Daily.
value, the date and cotton have been
Andrews:
added to the cultural crops of Cali- News just to hand is valuable not only
"M. S. Groves received from Delefornia, and stranger than all, a young for delineating what has been ac- gate Andrews a bundle of two hundred
city which some four or five years ago complished in a few short years in packages of garden seed
to
had no existence El Centro has be- populating the beautiful valley but this climate. Mr. Groves adapted
turned the
come the second in the amount of also in forecasting Incidentally the fu- seeds over to
Secretary Hove, of the
freight shipped on tlhe Southern Pa- ture of Torrance county. It was only Water Users for distribution and
they
cific lines in southern California, 'be- something like six or seven years ago may be secured from him on
applicathat the writer made the trip overland tion. Delegate Andrews is famed for
ing exceeded only by Los Angeles.
& COMPANY
"The record Is surprising, but it is in company with W. S. Hopewell and securing things for his
constituency,
likely to be duplicated elsewhere in W. A. Bayer over the survey of the the biggest thing that he has done
irrigated sections. It helps to show Santa Fe Central Railway, and from lately being the securing of the mail
why there is such a rush for lands Moriarty to Progreso which marked contract to the plain'!,' which was im 1.
t
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pensation was secured."
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transacts general ba;;kinj business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds at
personal and collateral security. Buys and se'.is bonds and
stocks in ail mirkets for its customer.
Buys and
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to aU parts of the civilized world on as liberal, terms
as are given by any money transmit! ng agency public or
private.. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cens per annum, on six monms or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments cf Uvestock and products.
The bank executes aS! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and &in.s to extend to tiism as liberal treatment in ali respects,
as is consistent with saety and tSie principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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How

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

j
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We Are

BERRIES FOR

PRESERVING

HERRRRA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALI, MODERN CONVENIENCES

Bregg's Peerless
EUROPEAN PLAN

Hots

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.'
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

GREGG Prop.
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n

CHIMAYO

NAVAJO,

anil

BALLETA

THE ORIGINAL OLD CUR10 STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.

sun-bake- d

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS,
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS
TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKET. S

CANDELARIO

50c each
75c
25c "
30c '

''

''

I5c "
per pound and up

65c

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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is
H. M. Brand' of Albuquerque,
here on business.
.1. H. McKarman. a
piano dealer of
Denver, is in tlie ( in
Miles Adams, form, rly hotel clerk at
the I'aiaee, is in t
city.
!". !!. MeCee, a
vuffw salesman
from ("hkaso. is at the Palace.
11. W. I.inde, a
traveling man from
St. I.ouis, is callini: on the trade.
Mr. and Mrs. V. S. Clark of Andover,
X v York, are sihts-c- r
at the Pal--

!f irnu
"

need sorre
a few other it'-fr-and
tackle,
supplies. We've got em all, everything
that vou need. Just cell at our sfore' end
talk to GUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
COME IN" AND GET AC

Mi.

1

ace.
K. K. .Meier, in dun .e of the Arroyo
Hondo project, spent S inula v in the.
city.
Carl J. Probst the Cerri'los merchant, was a visitor in Santa Fe this

-

c

'

vou

will

i'i

OUA1NTFD WITH HIM,
IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

afiernocn.

Mr. and Mrs. (i. I). Hopper of Albuquerque, are sightseers registered
at the Coronado hotel.
zMefo aA
j. E. Andrews, a silverware salesman from the Windy City, is calling
on the jewelers here.
Mrs. J. H. Klippart and Miss Josephine Klipparr, of Columbus, Ohio, are
Those who have never had a bank account know not the convenience of sightseers at the Claire.
one. Each check you write is a REC EIPT; you know just how much you
Miss True and Miss Bryan drove up
are spending; you've always "got m oney," and you can"t lose' it nor be .from the Pajarito ranch yesterday and
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
robbed.
registered at the Palace hotel.
J. F. LeClare, of Brooklyn, is visconsistent
with
We pay liberal interest
safety.
iting his son who is connected with
the Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Com- BANK &
party.
a traveling
man
E. O. Graham,
ifroin Kansas City, is at the Claire.
M. R. Floyd of Coleman, Texas, is
at Gregg's.
BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE
Mr. and Mrs. W. (1. Sargent will
leave tomorrow morning for El Rito
OF
where they will visit relatives returning to tlte city Saturday.
Secundino Romero, sheriff of San
Miguel county, arrived here yesterday
'with a number of prisoners from Las
$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest, do
a
deed
are
lots
no
the
when
'Vegas. With him came Deputies W.
taxes,
mortage,
F. Reed and A. Stortz.
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for.
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can't,
paid
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of
vestment like this go by when it costs you
the
University of New Mexico, left,
a
cents
and
two
third
only sixteen
day.
last night for Redondo. Cal., where
he will visit Mrs. Gray for ten days.
C- Albuquerque Morning Journal.
W. H. Olcott'of the census bureau
Sole Agents in Santa Fe.
returned last evening from Raton
where he checked up census matters
119 San Francisco St.
Pnone. Red Ho. 189
and will leave tomorrow for Las Cru-- !
ces, Berino and Anthony, Dona Ana
county, on a similar errand.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest H. McKinley
and two children are the guests of(
Mr. and Mrs, F. Andrews of this city.:
Mr. McKinley was formerly special
agent of the land office here and now
miftt
ALSO Dealers in
owns a valuable mine in Arizona. He'
and his family are on their way home.
FOR THE HOUSE
FINE LINE OF
"Mrs. H. O. Burstim and three chilRQgS
dren left Wednesday for a summer vacation visit which will be spent prinAll kinds of furnishings from ehinaware to stoves, and
cipally with relatives' at various points
of
table
assortment
fine
desks, chairs,
ranges, Also a
in Texas. Mr. Bnrsum's sister, Mrs.
for the babies.
audhat racks. Wagner folding go-car-ts
Woldfinger of Alaniogordo, will howThey are GREAT!!
ever, be among those visited." Socorro Chieftain.
if
see
and
there
isn't
stock
our
over
Look
Boyd Winters of Boulder, Colo., Unisomething to interest you.
versity, Miss Ada Harvey of OccidentEtta
al College, California, Miss
Moore of Colorado College are expected home soon, as is also Henry Den-daOrnamental Doors.
of the University of Colorado
where he has been assistant professor
of civil engineering during the past
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detail. our assortment ot tlies is larger
and more complete, than ever.
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We have lines, rods, ree!s, baskets, and everything for his majesty,
AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
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all new and complete in even
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Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

be made tomorrow, in the face of an
injunction to the contrary granted in
Outline by District .ludse Huston.
It. is expected that. Governor Haskell
will issue a proclamation declaring
the bill carried and Oklahoma City the
permanent seat of state government.
The proclamation is based on a legal
opinion rendered him in which it is
held that since a law initiated by the
effecpeople becomes automatically
tive upon its passage, Oklahoma City
is the permanent seat of government
and all official acts of state officers in
any other place would be illegal.
Today's returns from over the state
indicate that the majority for the
capital location bill is between 30,000
and ;:5,000.
The great seal of the state of Oklahoma is in possession of the secretary
of state in Oklahoma City. Secretary
of State Cross said:
"I brought the seal with nie from
Guthrie because I thought I might
need it here.' '
The seal was first used in Oklahoma City last night when a charter dated a day ahead, was granted to the
State Booster Association.
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teenth sessions of the Irrigation Conwhether the strain imposed upon GerAntonito
6.30
man banking facilities in the crisis of Germany.
gress, Pueblo, September
but CHEAP
ROUND TRIP
S
In establishing an increase the fact says he will investigate and see what
1907 would have been mitigated if the
"
Chama
9.50
imperial bank had possessed a larger has to be reckoned with that the de- can be done. He says, however, that
RATES
capital. This view was dismissed by mands on the Reichsbank are regu- there may be several public-spirite- d
exto
an
made
the
ie'u'
10.70
which
willthe
especially
citizens
state
of
who
large
the
WagonWheel Gap
will be
committee,
reported
larly
TO ALL POINTS VIA
new law with the demonstration that tent at the quarter days. The condi- ing to pay their own expenses and
the capital and surplus of the bank tion, resulting from custom, that at come anyway.
Also Governor Pothier says:
were larger than those of the Bank the beginning of a quarter large liabilities have to be met for instance,
"In reply to your urgent letter reof France, the Bank of Austria-Hungary- ,
and in regard to mortgages, rent, interest, questing the appointment of delegates
or the Bank of Russia,
were second only to the capital re- and salaries causes at those times from Rhode Island to the Eighteenth
Effective June 2nd, 1910
an extraordinarily heavy demand for National Irrigation Congressin Sepsources of the Bank of England.
which it is tember next, I beg to assure you that
as
to
of
instruments
In
payment,
the
question
deciding
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
whether a further increase of the re- the Reichsbank's unavoidable obliga- Rhode Island is in hearty sympathy ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
sources of the Imperial Bank was de- tion to meet. In accordance with this and accor with the work your conASBURY PARK
view tfhe new law increased the limit gress is promoting."
$73.70
sirable, it was declared by the
There is an executive committee- BOSTON
that it should be borne in mind of authorized issues, covered by a re$77.95
to 550,000,000 man and honorary vice president
that in the case of a central bank of serve of
j issue
its own funds are of less import-- j marks, and in addition provided that from nearly every state and territory CHICAGO
$50.35
ance than they are in the case of other this issue might be permitted to rise of the union in the National Irrigaat
i
marks
serve
($178,200,000),
to
750,000,000
tion
Rhode
DETROIT
prin
Congress organization, but
banking institutions; they
$60.35
iof
cipally as a guaranty fund for the the close of March, June, September Told n A 5d n rti ronvacQntdl rn i
creditors of the bank, while the work- and December in each year.
However, there have been sessions HO 1 3r,KllNCiS
$44.60
when representatives of that state
is created through the
which
in
ing
Another
capital
point
important
Fin
ReSiabie
KANSAS
CITY
j notes
$35.35
issued and the funds deposited the new law departs from the old char- have attended the congress, and it is
j in
the bank. The experience of a!! ter of the bank is in making the notes hoped by the officers of the congress ST. LOUIS
$44.35
the hanks nf issue nroves this: the of the bank legal tender. There was and the board of control here that
citiGovernor
some
Pothier may find
a strong disinclination to this policy
NEW YORK
$75.15
when the bank was established, which zens, as he suggests, who will come
out
from
New
and
earnest
desire
this
then
England
year
is explained by the
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to do away with the exist- see the work of the greatest developprevailing
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country,
place
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metallic currency on a firm founda- congress has been so aptly termed.
to
been
aim
has
realized
This
tion.
Stomach trouble Is but a symptom of. and nos such an extent that at the present LEON HING ORDERED
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyapopsia, time Germany's
metallic circulation,
DEPORTED TO CHINA.
&
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, set
is
of
that
gold
coin,
and
of
a
are
certain
particularly
symptoms
only
they
specific
Nerve sicknes9 nothing else.
abundant for all demands of trade. Personal News Items and Homestead
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
Entries Reported From the
In the creation of that now very popular Stomach On the other hand, bank notes also
Bon Caspar Avenue
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
Remedy Dr. Shoop' s Restorative.
Going direct
taken in payment, and
Windmill City.
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success are regularly
a. m. Daily.
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. With, for payments of large amounts they
out that original and highly vital principle, no are used almost exclusively. In view
13. Leon Hingi
N.
M.,
Deming,
June
uch lasting accomplishments were ever to be had
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad of the fact that the legal status of tfhis who was tried in U. S. Commissioner! r
informai;on re?ardin? freiffht
breath
and sallow
try Dr. Shoop'i
un- McKeyes' court yesterday, on charge r0'
It Is an admitted fact that real esThe New
Printing Com- Restorative Tablets complexion,
or Liquid ana see for your, mode of payment was somewhat
what it can and will do. We sell and cheer- certain, however, such institutions as of being illegally in the United States
and passenger rates etc. Call
tate, financial men and merchant all pany has on hand a large aupply ol self
fully recommend
had to make numerous payments; was ordered deported. His attorney
say that quickest and bst results are pads and tablets suitable for school
at city office, Laughlin Block
banks especially, generally felt oblig- gave notice of appeal.
obtained by advertising in the New work, the desk, and also for lawyers
reasons to proR. Waddill is in Las
James
for
Major
ed
precautionary
Mexican.
ind merchants; good everywhere. We
or Phone 145.
vide themselves with a considerable Cruces today on legal business.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
in
to
Leavenorder
Ft.
of
J.
c.
be
of
gold
Captain
stock
Minus,
prepared
Rebound When excellent worK can
for any .demand for gold that they worth, Kansas, is prospecting in the
J. G. EADS,
be done right at home. Consult the
Mimbres valley.
If you are In need of anything, try
might have to meet.
STRIPLING
BURROWS
renew
New Mexican Bindery.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
CO.
District Attorney A. W. Pollard
In proposing this measure the
City Frt.& Pass. Agt.
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PACE SEVEN.

as one could say the alphabet.
AEROPLANE WILL NOT CUT
the
Cupid seems to have visited
FIGURE IN WAR.
institute, but we iiope he will keep
in the background until the session Not a Mean? of
Aggression or Even of
of the institute closes.
We do not
Dertfertse in a Real
wish any of our young ladies carried
Contest.
away too soon. We cannot spare

ILL
BERRIED

DM

t'liein.

Tort Sam, Hou.-mTexas. June ItWith the war depart inoni still inand wi'h
vestigating the
one of the in ve.stiu.i: ess busy at Fort
Sam Houston, army (.Hirers qualified
and inclined to critic:.,, that contrivance in the light of a military means
have to be somewha: careful. Huf
while not anxious to ru.--h into print
they have humble opinions of their
own.
In the language
that passes
over the tables at the OihYors' Club
'he aeroplane in warfare will have as
much chance as the proverbial snowball has in the nether region.
Said one of the officers who guides
the destinies of an artillery organization:
".Modesty forbids me to say that I
share the views of the commander of
the department of the cast. Still his
view and mine coincide to a remarkable degree. Contrary to the opinions of aviators and the pan of the
general public that swears by their
theories, the aeroplane will never be
serviceable as a means of aggression
or defense. Sooner or later, no doubt,
the armies of the world will use it in
their intelligence
departments and
thai wili be all we shall hear of it for
a long time.
"Aviator Curtiss after the completion of his Albany to .New York flight
made a number of sweeping statements which he would not make did
he know as much about explosives as
he does about Hying machines.
He
proposed to wipe all New York off the
face of Manhattan Island with dynamite and pictric acid to be carried
over it by aeroplanes. Theoretically
this would be possible only could an
aeroplane or a number of them carry
more explosives than they do now or
if explosives really had the wonderful power they are credited with in
the mind of the person not familiar
with them. The fact of the 'matter is
that the average person hearing the
word dynamite sees concentrated in a
stick power
by eight-incenough to rip Pikes Peak from its
base. The very mention of the word
picric acid gives the laymen the shivers though there is not the slightest
cause for goose llesh in the combination of picric acid and the aeroplane. The great truth in the case of
picric acid is that as an explosive to
be used by an aerial bombardist it is
of no value whatever for the reason
that a special firing devise and not
concussion will explode it. How the
aviator hopes to effectively land a
bomb from the height at which he will
have to sail to avoid our shrapnel is
beyond me." '
Meanwhile Lieut. B. D. Foulous, who
is operating at Fort. Sam Houston the
government Wright machine puts in
most of his time repairing his flyer.
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Teachers at Institute Have
Prepared Elaborate
Program
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CLIMATIC SUMMARY
FOR MONTH OF MAY

Temperature for Entire Territory Was
Far Above the Normal Considerable Cloudiness.

RECITATIONS

For the territory as a whole the
perature during the month of May

Addresses Are

considerably

te

above

the

tem-

was

normal

ai- -

jtnough a narrow strip alone; the east-- l
ern border had less than normal teniNotes.
perature. The southwest, counties
exceeded the normal, reaching
greatly
Tomorrow will be Flag day and will
a maximum excess of .7 degrees at
be observed in compliance with the
Rio Grande dam, and averaging more
proclamation of Governor Mills who than - degrees a day above the normal
set June 14 as the day for special hontemperature in all of the country west
or to the stars and stripes.
of the Rio Grande. Moderate tempeThe teachers attending the Santa ratures prevailed generally over the
Fe county teachers' institute in the territory until the 24th. when a rapid
city have arranged an interesting pro- rise occurred to the 2Sth, 21Rh or ;!0th
gram for the day which they will ob- reaching the highest of the month, as
serve with all the formality that a rule, on the latter date. A few staschool pupils would use if the day fell llions, however, recorded the highest
during the school year.
;of the month on the 2Sth, 2Dth or ;',lst.
The celebration will begin at 10 In the southern districts a brief period
o'clock tomorrow morning and will be of high temperatures occurred from
held in the high school auditorium.
the 9th to the 11th.
At the institute's meeting today
Coo! periods occurred on the 3d. (ith,
-

Mrs. George Dixon road Governor
Mills' proclamation and tihen Superintendent J. C. Conway suggested that
a program of exercises be carried out
tomorrow.
The Program.
By Institute
Song "Columbia"
Essay "The Banner Betsy Made"
Miss Delia Darrah
the
Recitation "The Uniting of
Palms and Pines".. Miss H. Sanford
Song "The Battle Cry of Freedom"
By Institute
Recitation "Declaration of IndependCharles Gooch
ence
Address "New Mexico and the Flag"
Hon. A. L. Morrison.
By Institute
:Song "New Mexico"

Sidelights.
The following notes have been communicated by a member of the institute on its work:
On Friday of last week, chancing to
have ten minutes to spare, we asked
for a talk from Miss McCoy of Kansas.
She at once compared educational conditions in her home state with the
same in New Mexico, favorably to the
Sunshine Territory; remarking that in
our institute here we are drilling our
young teachers as to effective methods, more thoroughly than in the
states. It is encouraging to us to find
advanced educators appreciating our
efforts.
Miss McCoy especially spoke of the
splendid manner in which Mrs. Dixon
conducts the normal and how very
impressive she makes each lesson.
Prof. Putney recently remarked also
that of all the institutes he has recently visited, the Santa Fe county institute is the most interesting, and he
will have occasion to refer many times
during the summer as he visits hundreds of institutes, to the excellence
ot the Santa Fe county normal. Prof.
Putney is agent for the southwest for
Silver Bardette & Co., book publishing firm.
Prof. J. A. Wood talked to the institute Saturday about his visit to the
Sauthwestern College of Wiufleld,
Kansas. He was connected with the
college seven years and started with
an enrollment of 43 pupils. The last
year of Prof. Wood's connection with
tlhe Southwestern College he acted as
president and had charge of the advertising department and the college enrolled 613 students, doubling the enrollment. Prof. Wood was the only
representative at the college commencement up to 1S94. He met a large
number of the alumni who are holding
high and responsible positions in different parts of the country.
Prof. Wood gave two public speeches and held a reception for the alumni and students of Southwestern Colthe
lege. Mrs. Wood accompanied
professor and later was joined by their
daughter, Miss Laura Wood from Ottawa College in eastern Kansas. We
are glad to have at the head "of Santa
Fe high" school such an able professor
as our Prof. J. A. Wood.
Miss Louisa Alarid who taught the
school at Cow Springs last year is a
member of the institution, and is also
an applicant for a third grade certificate.
Frank Ortiz is in constant attendance at the institute, He has taught
in Santa Fe county for a number of
years and given satisfaction. He expects to teach during the coming
term.

Saturday's Work.
Saturday June 11 all the members
were in their seats as usual, but had
it not been for Mrs. Dixon's thought-fulnes- s
to remind the students of
Saturday's school session as well as
the regular school days, some of them
would have been absent.
Prof. Wood announced tlhis morning to our conductor, the hooks which
had been adopted for the reading
circle for the coming year which will
start In September. The books are
District School, Primer of Sanitation,
and Educational Standards.
Mrs. J. D. Canthen and her changing little daughter, Louise, visited the
Institute this morning. Mrs. Canthen
will remain in the city until Monday
or Tuesday.
One of the gentlemen of tihe institute particularly noticed that one of
the teachers has taken a speed mania
in drawing illustrations in physiology,
as she drew an illustration of the digestive organs in about as much time

"ih, 17th 22d and 23d. The fitlh. was
probably the coolest day of the month,
Damaging frosts occurred quite generally over the northern districts on
the 0th. 7th and at a few of the high-- j
er stations on the 17th and 23d.
in
A wide difference is noticeable,
the average temperature of the month
between tihe southern stations and
those in the higher altitudes of the
north, the former exceeding 70 de-- !
grees, and the latter falling below 4S
degrees, the former having maximum
to 102 degrees, and
temperatures of
.the latter maximum temperatures of
7S to 82 degrees.
The precipitation of the month was
greatly deficient. The showers that
came were local in character and were
light. A large number of stations re-- ;
ceived no precipitation, and many
more but a trace. The deficiency was
not. confined to any particular part of
the territory, even the northeast coun-- i
ties, which received the greatest aver-jag- e
fall, were far below the normal.
The mountain districts were more
favored than the valleys and plains,
but even in the mountains the precipi-jtatiowas very light. From the Rio
Grande valley eastward light and
widely scattered showers occurred
from the 3d to the 5th, from the 11th
to the 14th, 21st to 23d, 30th-31swhile western counties shared in the
scattered showers on the 17th-18tThe heaviest fall occurred along the
Colorado border in district No. 7, exceeding 2.00 inches over a considerable area in northern Colfax and
northern Union counties. A little
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21st-22d-

May is
a windy month as a rule, but the
month just closed was less windy than
usual. The lack of wind and the gathering clouds each afternoon during
the last half of the month, with frequent threatening conditions, much
resembled the summer shower months
but the showers were mostly lacking.

Pittsburg

St. Louis

t

2S
22
21
21

15
17
13
20

24

25
20
Brooklyn
24
17
Philadelphia
29
16
Temperature.
.350
Boston
The mean temperature for the terAmerican League.
ritory determined from the records of
Won Lost Per Ct.
69 stations having a niean altitude of New York
2S
.OS::
13
about 5,000 feel, was 61.3 degrees or Philadelphia
14
.007
28
3.8
1.5 degree above the normal, and
31
28
.::::
Detroit
degrees above the mean of May, 1909. Boston
21
22
.512
The highest local monthly mean was Cleveland
20
17
.45!)
72.3 degrees at Carlsbad, and the high20
.435
20
Washington
de105
est temperature recorded was
.375
25
15
Chicago
grees at Alma on tlhe 29th. The low- St. Louis
33
.211
9
de47.2
was
est local monthly mean
Western League.
grees at Elizabethtown, and the lowWon Lost Per Ct.
the
at
18
was
est recorded
degrees
19
.587
27
Wichita
same station on the 17th. The great.550
20
25
Sioux
City
the
for
in
temperature
est local range
.553
21
26
n Denver
Ara-gomonth was 74 degrees at Alma,
.non
23
23
Omaha
44
least
and
the
and Bloomfield,
.470
22
20
St.
Joseph
while the
degrees at Cloudcroft,
.407
21
24
Lincoln
in
temperature
greatest daily range
.438
21
27
Moines
Des
on
the
was 58 degrees at Bloomfield
24
.415
17
30th. Temperatures of 100 degrees or Topeka
Carlshigher occurred at Bloomfield,
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
bad, Deming, Lordsburg, Newman,
averThe
Alma.
and
Rincon, Socorro
National League.
age temperature for the districts was
at Philadelphia.
north7
and
Pittsburg
No.
(Canadian
as follows:
Cincinnati at Boston.
east) 59.6 degrees; No. 8 (Pecos and
No.
9,
Chicago at New York.
Rio Grande) 61.8 degrees;
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
(Western) 63.0 degrees.
'

Prepipitation.
The average precipitation for the
recterritory, determined from the
or
0.40
was
inch,
130
ords of
stations,
0.50 inch below the normal and 0.22
inch less than the precipitation of
monthly
1909. The greatest
May,
amount was 3.50 inches at Valley,
northeast Union county; no precipitation occurred at 12 stations and
but a trace at 18 stations. The greatest amount in any 24 consecutive
hours was 2.00 inches at Valley on the
.
The average snowfall for
the territory (confined to the higher
northern stations) was 0.2 inch. The
average number of days with precipitation was two. The average precipitation for the districts was as follows:
21st-22d-

No. 7, 0.76 inch; No. 8, 0.28 inch, and
No. 9, 0.12 inch.

There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill tlhe bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

American League.
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Boston at Cleveland.
YESTERDAY'S

GAMES.

American League.
St. Louis 6; Pheliadelphia 1.
Washington 2; Chicago 0.
Detroit 8; New York 3.
Western League.
Wichita 6; St. Joseph 1.
Omaha 7; Des Moines 6.
Denver 3, 2; Topeka 2, 0.
Sioux City 3; Lincoln 2.
Pacific Coast League.
Oakland 3, 2; San Francisco 0, 1.
Vernon 4; Sacramento 2.
Portland' 4; Lo3 Angeles 1.
American Association.
Louisville 2; St. Paul 1.
Indianapolis 4; Kansas City 2.
Toledo 5; Milwaukee 4.
Columbus 1;; Minenapolis 3.
Southern League.
New Orleans 2; Birmingham 1.
Memphis 5; Chattanooga 0.
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It has a Cabinet Top with shelf

for keeping plates and food
coffee
for
shelves
the
Drop
pot cr saucepans, and nickeled
towel racks.
It has long turquoise-blu- e
enamel chimneys. The nickel
finish, with the bright blue cf the chimneys, makes the stove very
attractive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners;
the 2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.

FOR SALE
Co.,

maps and prices
Michael, Real Estate.

stove-s-
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vd

Improvem-- !

Charles

a.t

K

WANTED Woman to help with
cooking and wait on table in small
hole in count n. Phone or writ,, j.
W. Harrison, I'ecos. N. M.
--

tliat the name-plat- e
reads " NEW rtRFECHON."
Every deale.-- everywhere; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
to the nearest agency of the
Be sure yon get this

CAUTIONARY NC1E:

Lands

Santa Fe Irrigation and

ce

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sel' our brands
to the ret mil trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.

FIFTY THOUSAND ATed in 29 divisions, each division being
TEND STADIUM DEDICATION. marked by a monster pennant bearing
the name of the school represented.
Tacoma Public School Authorities ExIn the construction of the Stadium
ISO, ooo cubic yards of earth were repend $135,000 Has Seating Camoved. 4,500 cubic yards of cement
pacity for 26,000 people.
poured and lis tons of structural steel
Tacoma. Wash., .lime 13. With a utilized in building the seats. In the
feeding of awe similar to that exper- construction of the 2,on0-foo- t
retaining
ienced by the Indians when the first wall 55 tons of steel were used. Dresswhite man's cabin was erected here ing rooms 30 by 50 feet are construct53 years ago, 5u,(mm) civilized whites ed under the tiers at both ends of the
are today participating in the dedica- horse shoe. These dressing rooms are
tion of the Tacoma High School each fitted with 12 showers and other
Stadium, a $135,001) amphiteatre, the conveniences for athletic teams.
The drainage facilities are admironly structure of its kind in the world
owned by a public school system. A able, lo.uoo lineal feet of tiling having
celebration marks the been used for this purpose. The big
great two-da- y
formal opening, 10,000 children assist- Held drains perfectly in one hour. A
ing in the dedication exercises with running track 10 feet wide and
folk drills and a monster play fes- mile long was constructed under extival.
pert supervision the year round. Two
Situated upon a verdant hillside, be- wide main entrances with
stair"
neath the towering turrets of one of ways, lead from the high school level
America's finest high school buildings to the Stadium promenades,
which
and 150 feet above the placid waters connect with the high school gymnaof Commencement Bay; commanding sium. In one portion of the grounds
a superb view of the Olympic and is located the tallest flagpole in the
Cascade mountain ranges and located state of Washington.
It is 190 feet

ROOSEVKI.T'S Marvelous
Career
African Trip and Return.
Authentic,
lowpriced bonk. Out tit fn,e. Agents
making $!o per day. (let our terms.
ZIEOLER COMPANY, CHICAGO.
WANTED

Men at :.os Angeles. No

expense to learn trade of electricity,
automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
actual work on contract jobs. Only
few months required; 200 students last
year. Catalogue free. United Trade
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.

TYPEWRITERS
New
adjusted and repaired.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies
Typewriters sold. exchanged und rented
Standard makes handled. All n pair work
und typewriters Kuaianteed.
Santa Fe

'leaned,

Ty pe w ri t e r

FJ

xclian nc '

20-fo-

quest of the Santa Fe railway officials
who are desirous of having the best
possible arrangements made in time
for handling the crop. It is estimated that about 370 acres have a fair

stand.
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National League.
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FOR KENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
at 21 San Francisco street.
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ly cloudy 11, and cloudy 5.
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FOR KKNT Furnished room
bath and eieetiic light. Apply at the

snow-occurre-

in tihe northern mountain dis.
tricts on the
cloudiness
was
considerable
There
the average number of clear days, for
the territory as a whole, was 15, part-
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room.
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FOR SAI.E-Oi- rle
and rubb.-- tire
A Bishop.

New Jferieiiit

hot.
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'of bath. Lady

summer. Everything hot
when wanted. Heat under perfect control and
concentrated.
The blue flame is all
heat no smoke no
odor no dirt. These are
in
some of the advantages
using the

1!

Furnished room.

llayne-,- .
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in the heart of Tacoma, the Stadium
is an acquisition of which the Taco-man- s
feel justly proud. It was build-eentirely by public subscription and
public funds and will be devoted entirely to athletics, conventions, play
r
festivals and all
public gaththe U. S. troops
month
Next
erings.
will hold an annual tournament in the
big amphiteatre.
While the Stadium of Syracuse
University excels the Tacoma structure in size, the latter is conceded vastly superior by reason of the natural
beauties and panoramic advantages it
affords. One may sit in any portion
of the vast horse shoe and gaze for
miles on every side over the flowing
water of Puget Sound and to the long
mountains in
ranges of
the dim distance.
With 6.42 miles of concrete-stee- l
seats 31 tiers high, the Tacoma
Stadium affords seating capacity for
26,000 people. It is constructed in the
form of a mammoth horse shoe, 400
feet long, 250 feet wide at its narrowest part and 390 feet at the widest.
acres of ground.
The field covers 2
The seating portion of the Stadium is
divided by rows of concrete-stee- l
steps
into divisions. The 12,000 Tacoma
school children in attendance are seat- -

d

out-doo-

snow-cappe-

d

T. B. Oallaher.
traveling freight
agent; A. A. Scott, traveling agent or
the Santa Fe Refrigerator Despatch,
and J. A. Roach of the engineering
department, spent several days here
looking over the situation. M. Scott
came here for information to enable
him to make intelligent arrangements
for the refrigeration of the shipments,

while Mr. Roach canie here to determine the location of such loading
sheds as must be built at four loading
points. It is estimated that the crop
will make 30,000 crates. The crop is
looking well and it is likely that the
first ripe melons will be ready for
market in a month's time. Carload
shipments are not likely to begin until
around the 2ith of July. The campaign will last about three weeks. A
small acreage of late cantoloupe will
4
be planted this month. These will
f iff
ripen along the last of September.
The Eddy County Lodge No. 21 has
decided to attend the dedication of
the new Masonic Temple in Rsowell
June 24th in a body. A special train
has been chartered for the occasion.
This train will leave about noou and
return after the close of the cerehigh and carries a
flag. The monies that night.
pole was donated by the Tacoma Elks.
People from every part of this state
The Spanish edition of the 1909
are attending the dedication, which Laws of New Mexico are now ready
Price: Paper cover.
includes addresses by three person- for delivery.
and the j $3.25, plus 17 cents postage: full sheep.
ages of official prominence
children's play festival. This fiesta Si.uu, pius z) cents postage. Address
includes a massed grand march in cos- all orders to The New Mexican Printtume; flag drill by 4,000 children; free ing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
hand drill by 3,000 children; Spanish
costume dance by 350 girls; minuet in
Restoration to Kntry of Lands tn National
Kornst . Notice is hereliy pi veil that tlia
court costume by 250 girls; folk lands
il
191
acres
below, enthrai-lntdances by massed children assisted by within escribed
the Pecosand Manzano National Fo- lie
New
will
Mexico,
subject to settle- the various foreign organizations of rests,
ntent ami entry under t lie provisions of t lie
Tacoma. Two scenic Indian ceremonInhomestead laws oft
i'nited States and the
the l'nitial dances; wrestling bouts; Japanese act of June 11. ii6I84 Stat .: Xi'.atNew
States land otlice tit Santa re.
Mexico,
and a big field and track on Auunst il. l!il(i. Any sett ler who wa s acli claimlnurany of suki
in
fail
and
(rood
tually
meet are also included in the program lands for aso'irtilt n en purposes
prior to Janof events.
uary 1, 19tx. and has not nliandoned same,
a
a
has
to
make
riKht
homestead
preference
The Tacoma high school building
entry for the lands actually occupied. Said
has heretofore ranked among the fin lands were listed upon the applications of
persons mentioned below, who have a
est in the United States and with the i the
preference riirht subject to the orior richt
such settler provided such settler or
of
any
of
conthe Stadium it is
acquisition
is ipiallfied to make homestead
ceded to be the most remarkable pub- applicant
ent ry and the preference right is exercised
AukusI 11, 1U10, on which date t he
lic school plant in the world.
prior to
lands will be subject to settlement and en-- j
try by any qualified nerson. The lands are
as follows; The SW'4 ofNW'-t- the W'.of
ALMOST FOUR HUNDRED
YVVsof SE'i of NVVl'i, Sec 8, T 16
It. 10
ACRES OF CANTALOUPES. F. . :. M. M .30 acres, application of Albino
of
New
He,
Santa
Ortetra,
Mexico: List
of SW'i. and Lots Band 7 Sec. i T
The
K. 7 K 14ii,54 acres, application of Wil-li, Carlsbad, N. M., June 13. The can- 11
S. Thompson, of Moriai ty, New Mexico-las1S4S.
taloupe growers under the Carlsbad
S. V, Pruudfit, Assistant t'omiiits-sionero- f
thetieneral Land Olllce. Approved
project have just completed an inven- May 2:S. 1910.
FRAN K Pi KIM'K.
tory of the entire acreage upon the re- - ant Secretary of the Interior. First Assist40-fo-
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Constipation

Pleasant to f&e

-

.

e
t

Cleanses the system

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic

,

Laxative Fruit Syrnp
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO.

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions ol
pimples and blotches.
It (a

fuvanteed
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20 to 60c

20 to 60c a dz
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Save ;1a wrapu?r? fnm
Oanjrts
cent staain ami wrappers to Ca'ii'o-ci- a
Growors Exchange. Chicago Hi., avd yr:
S'lver Pa'-- Orangr Spt on.

6-

d

1
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Fruit

$

a Dice

d

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every di.y, picked ripe shipped on ice.
flavor loc. Eerythivjr the niarktt f. fford s iL
getables
Pfcoae No.

F. ANDREWS

L

WCES

ui P

&

ae
ve-

P.one SO. 4.

c., p

EIBROIPKRIES

e havs just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THBM

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

GO

ERO

EUGENIO
LUMBER &

YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and ail kinds
of building material.

YRD ON HTCKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

j

Una I

ULROD

SERVICE

miLiw

nn ha

Pop"" Prices

83

a ci it t t.i

corrick-- hack line
s

spr,.

Buggies and Saddle Horses

JUNE 13, 1910.

ed from Italy for the. purpose and will, EVERY ALLEY IN CARLSBAD
be most imposing, located as it is in;
HAS BEEN CLEANED.
the heart of the city on its principal
thoroughfare leading from the nation-- ' It Does Not Take a Good Deal of
Fi eFarat:or,s for Mexican Centennial
al palace to Chapultapec.
Are on Magnificent Scale it is
Money to Keep Any City in
Trim.
rtenortpri.
.Mexico City, June 13. An exhibi-- STILL HOPING FOR STATEHOOD.
Carlsbad, X. M., June 13. The new-cit(Mil rnui tor me display in Jimiu.ni
administration has got down to
(Continued from Page One.)
ai's and manufactures is to be erect-- :
in earnest. The past week
business
in
i
this
city
the
colony
iiy
Spanish
p,.ilie Mexican centennial (luring the this year will follow closely those of every alley has been thoroughly cleaned.
The irrigation ditches are being
The building last year.
n niith of September.
overhauled and in a few days a reHi be located at the corner of Ave-- i Million Dollars Paid in on Corporation
Ma
spectable street force will be put to
Tax.
Juarez, one of the principal
work to put the streets in proper conCalie
and
of
the
More
than
13.
city,
thoroughfares
Washington, June
- iialderai. This spot at present
a mililon dollars bas been paid into dition. The streets have become litconsiderable attention from be- the treasury this year on account of tered up with rocks of all sizes the
past two years, as a great deal of
ne.; the place of ascension of the cap-;vthe corporation tax. Twenty-sevehas been hauled through the
gravel
levied
balloon, "Ciudad de Mexico", milion dollars
have been
town for concreting purposes and
v.aich will also be a feature of eon-- !
counthe
of
the
corporations
against
careless drivers have allowed a great
iiiiial entertainment.
try. The tax is payable on or before deal of stuff to fall off
their wagons.
have
Plans for the building
already June 30.
The mayor, C. HMcLenathen, insists
!i( ( ii made, and it is thought possible
May Reach Agreement Tonight.
that it does not require any great deal
to complete it within two months and
Washington, June 13. The Senate of money to keep the town clean, proAs work will be begun early
a half.
'
this month the building will be com- and House conferees on the railroad vided proper attention is given to the
with the matter. The roads leading into town
hours
several
bill
rate
spent
pleted by the end 'of August. The
struct tire will cost $35,000 and will be President today and at the conclusion are also being repaired and the farman ornament to the square, which has the President expressed the' hope that ers will hereafter have less difficulty
been vacant since the demolition of comp'ete agreement on the bill will in bringing heavy loads to Carlsbad.
Considerable building is being done
tiie old Ohphan's Home, some years be reached by tonight.
With an agreement on the railroad through the town. Indications are
ago.
The first intention of the Spanish bill in sight, members of Congress are that the town will have a substantial
on adjournment. growth this season.
colony was to confine its exhibitions beginning to figure
exto samples of Spanish art; hut pres- Few members of either branch
The board of county commissioners
to
than
session
last
the
longer
pect
exhibition
ent plans contemplate the
been in session the entire week
have
of all classes of industrial work as Thursday, .June 30, and not a few as a board of equalization.
The board
well as the work of scuptors and paint- have put their guesses as early as will meet again in July to make such
Saturday, June 25.
ers.
adjustments of taxes as may be necXo decision has been reached as to
Be
to
Theaters
Improved.
essary.
About a dozen new automobiles
Preparations for the Mexican cen- stateiiood legislation, but the imprestennial of independence continue, and sion seems to be that nothing will be have been brought in the past month,
Even if the bill
it is the Intention of the authorities done at this session.
making a total of machines in town
io have the city in perfect, order by reported from the Senate committee about fifty.
September 1 when the festivities be- on territories should pass, it differs
The oat and wheat crop is being
so from the House bill, that there harvested. The
gin.
yield is excellent, the
Contracts have recently been let would be slight chance for agreement grain being very plump and bright.
for the improvement of a number of in conference.
The peach crop is coming on well
The railroad bill therefore appears and shipments are likely to begin in
theaters, which are to be thoroughly
More to lie the key to the adjournment sit- about three weeks.
refurnished and redecorated.
$1.(100.(1(10
are to he exnended in uation, just as it ihas been for nearly An alfalfa growers' association has
than
this manner and when the plans are four months.
been organized .with W. W. Slocum as
Briefs in Ba'linger Pinchot Case.
of Mexico
c;UTiecl 0ut the theaters
president and W. W. Galton as
will be anionJ? the m08t beautiful in
Washington, June 13. Briefs were
filed by the attorneys in the Ballinger-Pincho- t
tne worQ,
investigation today. The comThe contract for furnishing the deTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
will
mittee
assemble on Saturday to
communications has also
partment of
Connection made with Automobile
been let. ' This calls for all furnish- prepare for deliberations.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
ings and decorations to be on the
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosLouis XV plan, and when they are GERMAN LUTHERANS PROTEST
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
AGAINST PAPAL ENCYCLICAL.
completed the beauty of the building
at
3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
well
will be greatly enhanced. The build
for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Roswell
13.
now
will
thousand
it
is
Several
Berlin, June
ing
nearing completion;
at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
arrives
and
be flnished durlng July
Protestants took part in demonstra. .
fare
Santa Fe and Torrance
between
t,
mass
in
Berlin
and
tions
meetings
al palace
The
rk
between Torrance and
is
.
and
$5.80
were held at Essen, Magdburg and
18
neaJ1', completed and this will be other cities in denunciation
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autothe
of
pane
ty.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
The governor's private ofhees are be- - pal encyclical, recently issued, conand
of
reformers
religious
ing cumpieLtiy i emuueieu auu icme demnatory
There is always some person at one
nished and will be extremely artist ic making special reference to Martin
or another who has printing to be
were
time
Resolutions
Luther.
adopted
in design.
action on the done and if the work is to be first
for
the
calling
strongest
on
memBenito
Work
the
Juarez
part of the government. These have class the New Mexican job printing
orial, in the Alameda is being rush- been
forwarded to the imperial chan- department can fill the bill. Why get
ed. It is the expectation to have this
cellor.
The manifestants also decor- printing that isn't first class, any way,
finished early in August. Part of the
with since appearance today is of such
ated the Luther memorial
centennial program will be the dedi- wreaths.
cation of this monument to the great
liberator of Mexico.
If you are in need of anything, try
If you are In need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
The memorial is of marble import- - a New Mexican Want Ad.
- .mi
mi
imi.- nni
n
Di?PUAY OF SPANISH
ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.

i

(Continued From Page

two.)
BionraDh. What' ti,

;

wli it's a
Impalement at the Elks' tonight.
Change of Ad Attention is called
to the change 01 advertisement of
& Co., in today's isStripling-Burrowsue, telling of "The Secret of Beauty."
Paid Fine of $15 Two girls were
anesied at Albuquei que yesterday
ami lined $l."i each for violating the
o: itiiiaiK-which prohibits denizens of
;he Med Light from walking the
streets together.
Reward for Return of Suit Case
Lost or stolen, leather suit case with,
baseball outfit, from in front of
Gregg's Peerless Saloon last evening,
Reward of-- .
shortly before midnight.
I'ered for return to Hill
Gregg. Xo
questions asked.
Board of Trade Meeting Xo tousi-- '
nessniau or property owner should
fail to join t lie Board of Trade and attend the meeting tomorrow' evening at
the offices of line Santa Fe Water and
Light Company.
One Hundred and Nine in Shade
The thermometer at the U. S. reclam
109
at ion olRce registered
in the'
shade at between 2 and 3 o'clock p.
in. Wednesday the Slh of June. Carlsbad Current.
Well it's singing and dancing and
good pictures at the Elks' tonight.
Don't Fail to see the pictures at the
Elks theater tonight. They are great.
In connection with the pictures tonight a new bill in vaudeville will
aiso be presented. Hopper and Hopper the vaudeville artists will be seen
in all kind of comedy sketches, singing, dancing, banjo and solo stunts.
The CIiffDwellers is a great picture
and should be seen by all. The Elks'
tonight only.
Roswell Family Thrown Out of Car- riage Mrs. Samuel W. Clore and
four children were hurled from their
buggy because the horse took frigOit
at a barking dog. The vehicle was
broken to pieces. Mrs. Clore and
daughter were painfully injured.
Juan Baca Had a Sunday Grouch
Last evening, Juan Baca at Albuquerque, poked Mariano Lente in the head
so it took a physician two hours to
revive Lente. Baca without; awaiting
the results walked down town and
uamy ueai up naionio ivtontoya. Baca
was thrown into jail without bail.
Nightly Change of vaudeville at the
Elks' this, week in connection with
good pictures.
Brother Bernard is III Brother Ber '
nard, a well known member of the
Christian Brothers, was brought to
the St. Joseph sanitarium yesterday
from his home in Bernalillo, suffering from a slight attack of malaria.
Brother Bernard wras accompanied
by Brother Cyprian, of the Brother
school at Bernalillo
and Brother
James of the St. Michael's college at
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Journal.
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Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to our
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
the friendship. COOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns Some
snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS in many

handsome patterns.

Smart!
Snappy!
Different!

You
BEAUTIES IN NECKWEAR.
find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement

that is so different from the ordinary.
UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for
Summer. All sizes.
CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.
Guaranteed Hosiery.

e can't begi o to tell you of the exclusive and
rich Summer
ery, we are now showing.
The Store

Santa Fe,

of Quality

New Mexico.

